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Barycentric coordinates in d dimensions

dimension R2 R2 Rd

domain polygon triangle d-simplex

# of functions # of vertices 3 dx x x
primary

meaning of
“GBCs”

simplest
barycentric
coordinates

focus of
applications
in this talk

Standard barycentric coordinates can
interpolate arbitrary numerical data in general dimensions,

opening up new opportunities and challenges for computational science.
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Barycentric coordinates in d dim: opportunities

Goal: Create a surrogate model for physical quantities of interest (QoI) based on
numerical data from simulations of micro-architectured materials.

Image: Watts “Elastic response of hollow truss lattice micro-architectures,” Int. J. of Solids and Structures, 2020.

Existing simulation codes take input parameters (e.g. rod diameter, material
density, poisson ratio, . . .) and return physical QoI (e.g. elasticity tensor)
Fundamentally, this is an interpolation problem in Rd where d= number of
input parameters.
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Barycentric coordinates in d dim: opportunities

Goal: Create a surrogate model for physical quantities of interest (QoI) based on
numerical data from simulations of inertial confinement fusion.

The National Ignition Facility at LLNL aims
to create fusion energy.
A single “shot” of 192 lasers can require
500 trillion watts of power.

Existing simulation codes take 5− 30 input parameters (e.g. thicknesses,
concentrations, etc.) and return physical QoI (e.g. energy yield).
Fundamentally, this is an interpolation problem in Rd where d= number of
input parameters.
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Barycentric coordinates in d dim: challenges

A hypothetical dataset for the surrogate model of inertial
confinement fusion:

30 input parameters → d = 30
100,000 simulation results → n = 100, 000

Compute the convex hull of these points using Quickhull, a
well-regarded code for generating convex hulls of n points in Rd :

Memory and runtime requirements = O(nbd/2c)
→ O(1075) storage needed
Number of atoms in the universe (estimated) = O(1080)

→ The so-called curse of dimensionality has precluded many
computational geometry algorithms from generalizing to higher
dimensions.

→ Fortunately, interpolation queries can “skirt the curse” by use
of a clever algorithm.
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Countering dimensionality with sparsity

Interpolation query: Assign a value at the red point given values at the black points.
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Countering dimensionality with sparsity

Interpolation query: Assign a value at the red point given values at the black points.

The Delaunay mesh provides a unique triangulation. . . but we only need a small
portion of it for the interpolation query.
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The DelaunaySparse algorithm

Interpolation query: Assign a value at the red point given values at the black points.

=⇒

find one mesh element “walk” toward the desired point

=⇒ If the walk reaches the convex hull, extrapolation is required and a least squares
problem is (optionally) solved to assign a value.

=⇒ This algorithm is called DelaunaySparse and code is available on Github.

Chang, Watson, Lux, Butt, William, Hong,
“Algorithm 1012: DELAUNAYSPARSE: Interpolation via a Sparse Subset

of the Delaunay Triangulation in Medium to High Dimensions”,
ACM Trans. on Math. Software, Nov 2020.
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Computational complexity per query

=⇒

find one mesh element “walk” toward the desired point

O(nd3) O(knd2)

n = number of input points (•)
d = dimension of input points
k = number of steps in walk

→ Combined complexity = O(nd3 + knd2)
→ Typically k � d
→ Actual complexity = O(knd2)

→ Multiple techniques for parallelization, allows scalability in d .
Chang et al., Proc. HPC Symposium 2018 ;
Chang et al., Proc. ACMSE 2018 ;
Lux et al., Numer. Algorithms, 2021
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The Delaunay Density Diagnostic

What can Delaunay interpolation queries tell us about (higher dimensional) functions?

By iterative upsampling of an unknown function, we can compute
the convergence rate of Delaunay-based interpolation.
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The Delaunay Density Diagnostic

Input: Function of interest f : Rd → R1

(analytical formula, black box method, fixed data set, etc.)

Step 1:
→ Fix interpolation query points in domain of interest.
→ Select n initial random sample points.
→ Compute interpolated values at query points (with DS).
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The Delaunay Density Diagnostic

↓

↓

Input: Function of interest
(analytical formula, black box method, fixed data set, etc.)

Step 1:
→ Fix interpolation query points in domain of interest.
→ Select n initial random sample points.
→ Compute interpolated values at query points (with DS).

Step 2:
→ Fix upsample factor b ∈ (1, 2].
→ Augment to

[
b n1/d − (b − 1)

]d random sample points.
→ Compute interpolated values at query points (with DS).
→ Compute differences of interpolated values.

Step 3:
→ Augment by same upsample rate.
→ Compute interpolated values at query points (with DS).
→ Compute differences of interpolated values.
→ Compute the rate of improvement:

logb
(difference at step 1
difference at step 2

)
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Experiment 1: Pure noise

Graphs show computed rates vs. average
sample density

Top: rates for interpolated values
Bottom: rates for interpolated gradients

Rates are at noisy features levels
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Experiment 2: Exact paraboloid

Graphs show computed rates vs. average
sample density

Top: rates for interpolated values
Bottom: rates for interpolated gradients

Rates are at recoverable features levels
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Experiment 3: Potential undersampling

Graphs show computed rates vs. average
sample density

Top: rates for interpolated values
Bottom: rates for interpolated gradients

Finest sampling has recoverable features;
coarse sampling registers as noisy features
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Experiment 4: Small scale noise

Graphs show computed rates vs. average
sample density

Top: rates for interpolated values
Bottom: rates for interpolated gradients

Finest sampling registers as noisy features;
coarse sampling detects large scale recoverable

features
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Experiment 5: Griewank function in 2D

Graphs show computed rates vs. average
sample density

Top: rates for interpolated values
Bottom: rates for interpolated gradients

gd (x1, . . . , xd ) :=
d∑

i=1

x2i
4000

−
d∏

i=1

cos
( xi√

i

)
+1

with d = 2.

Intermediate scales register as noisy features.
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Experiment 6: Griewank function in 3D

Graphs show computed rates vs. average
sample density

Top: rates for interpolated values
Bottom: rates for interpolated gradients

gd (x1, . . . , xd ) :=
d∑

i=1

x2i
4000

−
d∏

i=1

cos
( xi√

i

)
+1

with d = 3.

Intermediate scales register as noisy features.
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Experiment 7: Griewank function in 4D

Graphs show computed rates vs. average
sample density

Top: rates for interpolated values
Bottom: rates for interpolated gradients

gd (x1, . . . , xd ) :=
d∑

i=1

x2i
4000

−
d∏

i=1

cos
( xi√

i

)
+1

with d = 4.

Intermediate scales register as noisy features.
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Experiment 8: ICF simulation dataset in 5D

Graphs show computed rates vs. average
sample density

Top: rates for interpolated values
Bottom: rates for interpolated gradients

f (x1, . . . , x5) := determined by HYRDA code

Intermediate scales register as noisy features.
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